PRESENTERAR STOLT
HENRIK CEDERBLOM · ZOBOP
Henrik Cederblom has played guitar behind a number of great Swedish artists
such as Freddie Wadling, Daniel Lemma, Sofia Karlsson and Timo Räisänen,
among others. He is also known for his work with the Swedish award winning
band Den Fule. Zobop is his solo debute!
For the album Zobop Henrik has written a collection of songs
that focuses on melody and groove. An urban world music
that draws its inspiration from dance in different forms.
Zobop brings us new meeting points: Here are influences
from style icons such as Zappa and Jeff Beck, Bill Frisell
and Tony Allen, but basically the music is written as folk
music for electric guitar, bass, beats, drums and saxophone.
“I have always loved how fiddlers play together in Swedish
and Norwegian folk traditions, and I also really enjoy playing
for a dancing crowd” says Henrik, “so I wanted to focus on
rhythm, melody and interplay.” Zobop is a meeting between
those elements and improvisation – individual as well as
collective. The soul of a tune, how it orchestrates the beat,
the different worlds created by the melodies and interplay –
this is what makes Zobop an entirely unique place to be.
The quartet was formed in the summer of 2018 after some
time of experimentation with different sets and concepts.
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Henrik Cederblom – guitars, lap steel, composition
Tapha Ndiongue – drums
Viktor Turegård – bass
Sten Källman – saxophone, percussion
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Finn Björnulfson – percussion (Zobop)
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